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Continuous Monitoring for 
Procurement Integrity (“PI”) 
empowers businesses to proactively 
detect, investigate and mitigate fraud 
in the procurement process through 
a powerful combination of artificial 
intelligence, integrated forensic 
capabilities and pre-configured 
analytic scenarios. 

 − Approximately 5% of annual revenue is at 
risk for fraud.

 − Procurement fraud is committed by both 
trusted employees and suppliers, sometimes 
in collusion.

 − New regulations and compliance 
requirements can lead to significant fines and 
reputational damage.

 − Fraudulent methods and techniques are 
constantly evolving, driving the need for 
proactive solutions that take advantage of 
analytics and artificial intelligence, such 
as machine learning, Natural Language 
Processing or Robotic Process Automation, to 
continuously identify and alert on these risks, 
to allowing organizations to prevent and reduce 
fraud and losses.

 − Current manual approaches are reactive, 
represent a point in time,  cover only a small 
sample of the population and are largely 
ineffective  at identifying fraud.

As recent studies estimate, a typical 
organization loses 5 percent of its annual 
revenue to fraud, PI is strategically poised 
to reduce the impact of fraud1, waste and 
abuse to organizations. From circumvention of 
controls via split invoices or abuse of access 
to duplicate payments, fictitious vendors or 
bribery and corruption, Procurement Integrity 
continually monitors the procure-to-pay cycle 
to identify, score and prioritize high risk and 
potentially fraudulent activities.

All organizations rely on external vendors, 
suppliers or other third parties  to support 
their flow of commerce and operations and 
to deliver goods  and services to their clients. 
To ensure the procurement life cycle runs  
smoothly, organizations have procedures and 
controls in place to make  sure they obtain the 
correct items at the right time with acceptable  
conditions and agreed-upon quality.

But like any other business process, the 
procurement process is never  perfect, 
and both honest mistakes and fraudulent 
activity can adversely  affect the financial 
and reputational health of the organization. 
There  could be duplicate invoices, ghost 
vendors, false invoices, billed goods  that aren’t 
requisitioned and/or delivered, and billed goods 
that have an  excessive price. Circumvention of 
procurement controls have affected

about 75 percent of organizations in the last 
three years, including Fortune  500 companies, 
small businesses and government agencies. 
In addition  to the financial losses, there is 
significant risk to reputation and brand  when 
these events are aired publicly in the media. 
Depending on the  industry, significant 
regulatory fines are also a risk.

1 The 2018 Report to the Nations on Occupational Fraud and Abuse, released to the public on April 17, is the largest  and most comprehensive study of occupational fraud to date.
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Value of continuous monitoring for procurement integrity

Revenue

$10B

15% reduction 
in fraudulent

spending

$45M

3% fraud risk

$300M*

Potential
fraud 3%

Invoice accuracy
Reduction in the time

needed to investigate first
PO/invoice

Invoice duplication
Identify invoice

duplication, quantity mis-
match errors, and

missing POs

Process simplification
Enable a scalable,
group-wide fraud

detection

Procurement fraud
Identify and reduce
procurement fraud

Revenue

$10B

15% reduction 
in fraudulent

spending

$75M

5% fraud risk

$500M*

Potential
fraud 5%

Capabilities
Improved automation

Case
management
prioritization

Automation 
& daily alerts

External relationship visibility

Supplier-to-
supplier links

Employee-to-
supplier links

Internal relationship visibility

Ghost
employees

Employee /
supplier bank

Account

* The association of Certified Fraud Examiners estimates up to 5% of annual revenue is at risk of occupational fraud.

SAS and KPMG jointly offer an industry 
leading Procurement  Integrity solution 
built upon three key pillars:

1. KPMG’s Forensic network of 3,000+ professionals to
customize the  solution based on industry, geography
and client factors

2. SAS’s advanced analytics platform to efficiently
organize data, detect  anomalies, adapt to changing
conditions, and continuously monitor  fraud

3. Tailored delivery models to match client needs and
capacity constraints

Our approach combines the depth of KPMG’s forensic 
knowledge and  expertise with the innovation and 
capabilities of SAS’s technology to  deliver a scalable 
and cost-effective solution, helping ensure maximum  
detection, investigation and reporting capabilities while 
minimizing  wasted time and effort. We empower 
our customers to enable trust in  their procurement 
process through a distinctive combination of predictive 
modeling, artificial intelligence, and integrated forensic 
capabilities, to  proactively detect, investigate and 
anticipate fraud.
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Implementation w/ custom
detection routines Technical support Day to day operation

support & management
Procurement Integrity

managed services
Fraud risk management

services

ETL

Data quality

Entity
resolution

Network
build

Operational  
data

environment

Relational 
data model

Layered analytic approach

Social network analysis

Business rules

Anomaly detection

Predictive modelling

Reporting
& analytics

Procurement
integrity

Proactive risk
identification Fraud detection

Data 
staging

Anomaly analysis
& investigation

Remediation &
recommendation

Adaptation &
customization

Publish & discuss
findings

Level 1
Business & systems analysis

Project requirements &
technical systems analysis
Infastructure preparation &

cloud based software installation 

Level 2
Data preparation

Data loading & extraction
Data preparation (cleansing) & checks

Level 3
Data analysis
Anomaly checks

Rules building & implementation
Social network analysis & analytical models

Level 4
Case management

Alerts ‘Red Flag’ tuning & management
Forensic analysis & evidence collection

Case management
Law enforcement prosecution reporting
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Preparation &
installation

SAS Continuous
Controls Monitoring

Data extraction
& validation 

Data analysis
& reporting

Investigations

Operational
design

Mobilize
the project

Technology

Data security

Operations

Quality control

Management
information

Quality
assurance

Application managed service
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Detect & mitigate procurement fraud 
and manage your business  with more 
confidence

SAS and KPMG’s integrated and dynamic Procurement 
Integrity solution,  tailored for the needs of our clients 
by industry, geolocation and operating  model, provides 
value driven insights that enhance procurement risk  
management and drive tangible cost savings and 
efficiency.

 − Continuous monitoring to adjust for changing 
conditions and  fraudulent behaviors

 − Fully managed service with world class delivery 
program

 − Alert triage to reduce false positives and focus on 
highest risk activity

 − Integration with a vast array of data and technology 
tools

 − Next-gen virtual reality investigative capabilities that 
allow for targeted  investigative activity

 − Customized front-end interface capabilities 
combining multiple data  and investigation initiatives

Customer benefits include:

 − Review, evaluation and scoring of all procurement 
spend, rather than  manual sampling practices

 − Identification of significant opportunities to reduce 
losses from fraud  and illicit procurement practices

 − Reduced disruption and delay from the investigation 
and clearing of  low-risk items, increasing efficiency and 
mitigating impact to on-going  operations

 − Regulatory compliance through continuous 
monitoring, reducing  reputational damage and legal 
disputes

 − A focus on high probability fraud and abuse, 
improving chances for  higher levels of recovery

National Rail Company Utilities Company

120,000
Suppliers

75,000
Employees

480,000
Purchase Orders

800,000+
Transactions

17,800
Suppliers

25,000
Employees Transactions

700,000+ High Procurement
Spend

2, 000
Employees over the

age of 65

500+
Employees with the

same surname & DoB

650
Employees with active

interests in supplier

54,127
Duplicate invoices, same

amount, same supplier

788
Employees sharing same bank
account details with suppliers

45,800
Multiple invoices submitted

on the same day

4,750
Suppliers sharing same bank

account under differentnames

40,400
Sequential invoice numbers on the

same day amounting to >$10K

$16.8m
Related to duplicate invoicing

(immediate savings)

$300m
Paid to suppliers known to

be colluding with employees

2,500+
Employees with interest in

outside entities

$500m
Paid to supplierswithout

receiving goods

25
Ghost employees

The SAS® and KPMG Difference Success
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− KPMG is a professional services firm that provides
consulting, tax  and audit services and operates
out of 700 offices in 153 countries  with more than
200,000 professionals

− KPMG Forensic is an international network
comprising over 3,000  multidisciplinary
professionals who assist clients in achieving
business integrity through the prevention, detection,
and response  to fraud and misconduct and the
avoidance and resolution of  disputes.

− ALM Intelligence ranks KPMG a Vanguard Leader
in Procurement  Operations and Regulatory
Compliance Consulting

− A Leader in The Forrester Wave™ Business
Transformation, Data  & Analytics, and Information
Security Consulting Services

− Global Research report, Perceptions of Consulting
ranked KPMG  #1 in overall quality for Global
Financial Services Consulting

− SAS was named a Leader in The Forrester Wave™:
Enterprise  Fraud Management, Q3 2018.

− SAS is a Leader in the 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant
for Data  Science and Machine Learning Platforms.

− SAS provides advanced analytics and AI technology
solutions for  public and private enterprise fraud and
security initiatives across  the globe.

About KPMG About SAS Contact us
Kami Zargar
Director, Head of Forensic 
E: kamizargar@kpmg.com

Jos Joos
Director, Head of Procurement 
& Supply Chain  
E: josjoos@kpmg.com

Nicolas Dubois
Director, KPMG Lighthouse & KPMG 
alliance lead for SAS 
E: ndubois@kpmg.com

Sander Huysmans
Digital Procurement Integrity  
Lead Benelux 
E: sander.huysmans@sas.com

Ibrahim El Kadiri 
Business Development Benelux 
E: ibrahim.elKadiri@sas.com
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or 
entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as 
of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate 
professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.

KPMG is a global organization of independent professional services firms providing Audit, Tax and Advisory services. We operate in 146 
countries and territories and in FY20 had close to 227.000 people working in member firms around the world. Each KPMG firm is a legally 
distinct and separate entity and describes itself as such. KPMG International Limited is a private English company limited by guarantee. 
KPMG International Limited and its related entities do not provide services to clients.

The KPMG name and logo are trademarks used under license by the independent member firms of the KPMG global organization.

Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or related entities.

home.kpmg/be/socialmedia
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